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Understanding and Minimizing Unmet Load Hours – A User Guide  

Part 3: How Unmet Load Hours are determined in the IES Virtual Environment   
— Timothy Moore, IES Ltd., February 2022   

Introduction 

As described in Part 1 of this guide, an unmet load hour is any hour of any day of the year when one or 
more zones in the building are outside of their temperature control range. This control range includes 
both the zone temperature setpoints and associated throttling ranges. The UMLHs test uses the cooling 
and heating setpoints plus tolerances to account for the extension of throttling ranges above and below 
the cooling and heating setpoints, respectively. Part 2 described the determination of which spaces, dates, 
and hours are subject to UMLH tests. 

Part 3 of the IES Unmet Load Hours guide delves into the specifics of how UMLHs are determined for those 
spaces within the IES Virtual Environment software. The focus is on relevant user inputs in the setup of 
the model and HVAC systems, and how these inputs are used in automated UMLH analysis for ASHRAE 
90.1 Appendix G, CA Title-24, and other performance rating and energy code compliance tools. This will 
help you understand the mechanics of UMLH tests within the IES Virtual Environment.  

Related topics previously covered in Part 1: Understanding Unmet Load Hours 

• Temperature Control and Throttling Range 

• Tolerance 

• Allowed UMLHs 

• Spaces for which UMLHs are counted 

• When UMLHs are counted 

• Specific UMLH Requirements of Codes and Standards 

Related topics previously covered in Part 2: Spaces, Dates, and Hours subject to Unmet Load Hours tests 

• Space types excluded from UMLH checks  

• Settings in Thermal Templates and Space Data 

• Relevance of the ASHRAE-55 Comfort Analysis 

• HVAC Zones and Master Rooms 

• Hours and seasonal date ranges included in automated UMLH testing 

Topics covered in Part 3 

• Setpoints for space conditioning and UMLH tests  
o Space conditioning setpoints used in Unmet Load Hour tests   
o Schedules and related functions that influence the setpoints used in Unmet Load Hour tests 

▪ Morning Start-up  
▪ Optimal Start and Morning extension  

o Special-use zones 
o Setpoint results variables used in UMLH test, and how these reflect space setpoints and 

schedules 

• Throttling Range and Tolerance for UMLH tests 

• Unmet Load Hour Results Reporting 

Part 4 will describe the use and application of manual UMLH checks for performance assessment, tracking 
down sources of UMLHs, and identifying problematic HVAC zoning. Subsequent parts of the guide will 
present various additional strategies for minimizing UMLHs and addressing particular situations.  
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Setpoints for space conditioning and UMLH tests 

The Temperature Setpoints section of the System Parameters dialog, shown below, includes a number of 
parameters and schedules that determine the space temperature setpoints, the switching of setpoints for 
control of space conditioning, and which setpoint value will be tested with respect to UMLHs in each hour 
that is tested. These are essential in determining unmet load hours.  

 

Relevant parameters include the Main setpoint, Setback setpoint, Target switching schedule for UMLH 
analysis, Control throttling range, and Availability schedule in both the Cooling and Heating sections of 
this dialog. The Design zone air temperature is also essential for HVAC sizing, which is a principal 
contributor meeting the loads, and thus minimizing UMLHs.  

Space conditioning setpoints used in Unmet Load Hour tests   

The UMLH test uses the setpoints for each room or zone as represented in the System Parameters dialog 
for ApacheHVAC. This ensures the UMLH test matches what is being used in the system controls. So long 
as these are linked, this will also therefore match the values in Space data. 
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By default, the setpoints in Space data are updated when edited in ApacheHVAC for a particular Space 
(Room/Zone) or set of spaces. This maintains consistency between the setpoint values used in setting 
parameters for ApacheHVAC controllers and those in Space data. Thus the user can edit in either location 
and these values remain consistent. 

The ability to uncheck this box, breaking the two-way setpoint editing link, allows for testing scenarios 
with differing HVAC systems that also include differing setpoints as appropriate to match specific system 
behaviors. For example, a scenario with hydronic radiant cooling slabs and supplemental ceiling fans might 
have rather different setpoints than a conventional VAV system. In a case such as this, the values in the 
ApacheHVAC System Parameters dialog will be correctly used for the UMLH test to determine the 
capability of the mechanical system to maintain the associated setpoints. A separate analysis that also 
includes the influence of ceiling fans would then be used to determine occupant thermal comfort.  

Schedules that determine HVAC system operation, modes, and timing for space conditioning setpoints  

Collectively, the following three schedule profiles, plus the Optimal Start routine if engaged, determine 
when the HVAC system will operate continuously, when it will provide outside-air ventilation, and when 
it will engage the daytime or occupied-hours space conditioning setpoints to provide desired thermal 
comfort. The UMLH test must account for all of these parameters to determine when to test the space 
temperatures and which setpoint applies in each space for each hour that will be tested. 

• System occupied hours – Default daily and weekly schedules (combined) that tell the HVAC model 
when ventilation and thermal comfort conditions for design occupancy are to be provided. 

• System seasonal availability – Default seasonal schedule for ventilation and space conditioning.   

• System extended hours – Default setpoint switching schedule before application of Optimal Start. 

• Optimal start – Dynamic override of System extended hours morning start for setpoint switching. 
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These are defined within the Schedules section of the System Parameters dialog, shown below: 

 

Target setpoints and setpoint switching schedules for UMLH analysis  

The Target switching schedule for UMLH analysis, located in the Temperature Setpoints section of the 
System Parameters dialog (shown two pages above) determines which setpoint—the occupied/daytime 
value vs. unoccupied/nighttime setback—the analysis should use as the target value for each hour.  

The Target switching schedule for UMLH analysis tells the UMLH analysis which setpoints are relevant for 
the analysis in each hour. It defaults to the System Occupied Hours profile, or more accurately, to the 
profile currently selected for the System occupancy schedule on the System Parameters > Schedules tab, 
which defaults to the System Occupied Hours profile.  

The Target switching schedule for UMLH analysis is distinct from the switching between setpoints for the 
actual control of space conditioning. Typically, and particularly for heating setpoints in the early morning, 
the change of control setpoints needs to occur in advance of the change in target values in order to allow 
time for the space temperature to reach the new setpoint before the test is applied. Thus the switching 
between setpoints for control of space conditioning is, by default, via the System extended hours profile. 

When the Setpoint variation is set to Two-value (the default), a ‘compact’ profile is needed for the Target 
switching schedule for UMLH analysis. For this method of Setpoint variation, the Target switching schedule 
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for UMLH analysis is forced to be the same as that selected for System occupancy schedule on the System 
Parameters > Schedules tab. When using the default system occupancy schedule profile, which is 
determined by values entered in the Schedules tab of the System Parameters dialog as shown below, this 
profile will be the Target switching schedule for UMLH analysis.  

The System Occupied Hours profile is used for this because it represents the period during which the 
spaces served by the system are intended to provide the conditions that support occupancy, but not 
necessarily when occupants are present in those spaces. Thus, the ‘on’ period for this profile may include 
times when there are no occupants present. It also may exclude times when the space is sparsely occupied 
(e.g., when there is a cleaning crew in after hours, such as is assumed in many A90.1 occupancy schedules). 

When Setpoint variation in the Temperature Setpoints section of the System Parameters dialog is set to 
Constant, the Target switching schedule for UMLH analysis is not needed, as the constant setpoint entered 
will be used, along with the tolerance value, for UMLH testing in all relevant hours.    

Setpoint results variables used in UMLH test, and how these reflect space setpoints and schedule inputs: 

If the associated ApacheHVAC file was created in VE2018 or newer version of the VE, or upgraded to 
VE2018 or newer system schedules from an earlier version, then UMLH test uses the following Vista 
results variables to determine the target setpoints to test for each relevant space: 

• HVAC zone cooling setpoint  plus tolerance value (default = 2 F) provides target cooling setpoint 
value for UMLH test 

• HVAC zone heating setpoint minus tolerance value (default = 2 F) provides target heating 
setpoint value for UMLH test 

In terms of UMLH testing, the important aspect of these two variable, as compared to the similarly named 
“Cooling set point” and “Heating setpoint” variable, is that they reflect the effect of Optimal Start (when 
that is engaged). Thus, users can see the actual setpoint value that will be used by the UMLH test for any 
given hour. The next two sections below describe how both Morning Start-up and Optimal Start influence 
the transition from the nighttime setback temperature to the daytime or occupied-hours setpoint, which 
can significantly contribute to the passage of UMLH tests.  

Morning Start-up  

The Morning startup time (see Schedules section of System Parameters dialog, above) plays an important 
role in satisfying the conditions of the UMLH test. When Optimal Start is not engaged, the Morning startup 
time determines when the HVAC system controls will switch from nighttime setback to daytime setpoints 
(the ‘main’ or occupied-hours setpoint). The advance timing—ahead of the start of the System occupancy 
schedule—is essential to overcoming thermal inertial to achieve the desired daytime heating or cooling 
setpoint at the time the building is expected to be normally occupied.  

The default Morning startup time is 1.5 hours in advance of the start of the System occupancy schedule; 
however, while typical, this value is somewhat arbitrary. For each individual case, the climate, building 
envelope and thermal mass, internal gains, the extent of the nighttime setback, and a number of other 
related factors will influence how much time is needed to raise or lower space temperatures from the 
overnight condition to the desired condition for occupancy. This will also vary both daily and seasonally 
with weather conditions and building use. Therefore, it’s worth running a full annual simulation, checking 
for UMLHs in the early morning, and adjusting the Morning startup time as needed. A longer startup time 
will often reduce morning UMLHs. It will, of course, use more energy in doing so. Thus a balance should 
be struck between minimizing early morning UMLHs and avoiding excessive startup time. The Optimal 
Start routine described below uses an ASHRAE algorithm, as described below, to adjust the startup time 
each day with the aim of minimizing both UMLHs and excess startup time. Optimal Start should be 
modeled whenever the actual building systems will include this type of control.  
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Optimal Start 

Optimal Start is a dynamically derived alternative to the Morning startup time (see above) intended to 
minimize HVAC energy required for achieving desired indoor temperatures at the time that occupants are 
expected to arrive. It has a similarly important role in satisfying the conditions of the UMLH test.  

When Optimal Start is engaged for any given HVAC system (tickbox checked in System Parameters), this 
dynamically adjusts the timing of the switch between nighttime setback and daytime occupied hours 
space temperature setpoints. The objective is to achieve the occupied hours setpoint temperature at or 
just prior to the start of the main period of occupancy, but not significantly before that, thus minimizing 
excess HVAC system operation prior to occupancy. With respect to UMLHs, Optimal Start influences the 
achievement of the setpoint at the start of the occupied hours that will be tested.  

The function of Optimal Start is illustrated by the “HVAC Zone cooling setpoint” and “HVAC Zone heating 
setpoint” results variables. Comparing these results variables with and without Optimal Start engaged 
will, in most cases, reveal the shifted timing of the switch from unoccupied setback to the main setpoint.  

 

The timing of morning start-up for these results variables (the time at which the setpoint value changes), 
is influenced by the use of Optimal Start. For example, in the results plot above: 

• When Optimal Start is ON, the blue line shows the transition time at which “HVAC zone heating 
setpoint” switches from setback to the main setpoint according to the Optimal Start algorithm. 
On this very cold day in January, the occupied hours heating setpoint is initiated a full three 
hours before the main period of occupancy. On a milder day, this advance start time would be 
reduced accordingly. The step change in the setpoint will thus vary from 0 to 3 hours in advance 
of the start of the System Occupied Hours schedule as needed to achieve the occupied hours 
setpoint at or just before the start of that schedule.   

• When Optimal Start is OFF, the magenta line shows the transition time at which “HVAC zone 
heating setpoint” switches from setback to the main setpoint according to the Morning Start-up 
time. The switch from setback to main setpoint will always occur at the start of System Extended 
Hours schedule, which begins ahead of the System Occupied Hours start in keeping with the 
fixed “Morning start-up time” increment.  
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Comparing the “HVAC zone cooling setpoint” to the “Cooling set point” results variable, or the 
corresponding heating setpoint variables, over a series of days reveals the variability of the setpoint 
transition time with  Optimal Start is engaged. In the plot of simulation results below, the red line of the 
“Heating set point” variable reflects the “Morning extension” as a fixed start time for the System extended 
hours profile and the blue line of the “HVAC zone heating setpoint” variable reflects the actual time that 
the setpoint changed from setback to the daytime value, as driven by the Optimal Start routine. A multi-
day plot or data table shows that the “HVAC zone heating setpoint” changes at different times each 
morning. In this example, the Optimal Start setpoint transition is well ahead of the fixed timing on the 
first day and notably after the fixed timing on the second day. The same can be observed for the “Cooling 
set point” vs. “HVAC zone cooling setpoint” results variables.  

 

For each ApacheHVAC system having this feature engaged, Optimal Start determines the amount of time 
required to address start-up heating or cooling load in all spaces served by that particular HVAC system. 
The determination is based upon the zone on the system that will require the most time to shift from 
nighttime setback to daytime comfort setpoint. This assessment is performed just once at the start of 
each day using the Optimal Start algorithm. The start-up time for each zone is assessed given the space 
load that must be overcome and the available capacity to address this load. The time required for the 
'worst-case' zone (up to a maximum of 3 hours in advance of anticipated occupancy, per ASHRAE 
guidelines) determines the point in time for the thermostat setpoints of all zones on that system to switch 
to the daytime setpoint value. At that time, the system-level operation (e.g., supply air fan) will typically 
switch from operating only as needed to operating continuously, and all zones on the system will receive 
the additional heating or cooling needed to bring them up or down to the daytime setpoint temperature 
in time for the anticipated start of the “System Occupancy” period for that particular day (when minimum 
outside air ventilation is required and thermal comfort is expected to be provided and maintained). 

In many cases, a fixed typical “Morning start-up” extension period of 1.5 hours prior to the start of the 
anticipated time of occupancy (start of the “System Occupancy” schedule) may be sufficient for achieving 
the daytime setpoint at that time—thus avoiding UMLHs; however, when this value is fixed there will be 
some days for which it is insufficient and many for which it is excessive. If, for example, there were a few 
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dates that needed a longer extension period for morning start-up, you might expand this to 2.0 hours to 
avoid UMLHs at the start of occupancy on those days. Unfortunately, this would result in excessive pre-
conditioning of the spaces for most of the rest of the year. The Optimal Start routine adjust the start time, 
as described above, such that early morning UMLHs are avoided in most cases, while also minimizing the 
length of the morning start-up pre-conditioning period to save HVAC energy.  

Morning extension included with Optimal Start  

While Optimal Start overrides and thus replaces the “Morning start-up time” with respect to the switching 
of HVAC control setpoints from nighttime setback to daytime setpoint, this parameter label changes to 
“Morning extension” and remains in play with Optimal Start engaged. The fixed Morning extension value 
in the dialog continues to influence the starting time for the “System extended hours” profile relative to 
the “System occupied hours” profile, and therefore the start time for anything that specifically references 
the “System extended hours” profile. This is distinct from the dynamic determination of system start with 
respect to achieving the daytime/occupied hours setpoints according to the Optimal Start routine.  

Special-use zones 

A special-use zone is a case wherein the Setpoints, Setpoint Variation/switching schedule, or the 
Availability schedule1 might be revised for either heating, cooling, or both. This is permitted when by the 
use of either a dedicated HVAC system or a system parameter link for the control of an independent 
zone-level heating and/or cooling source.  

Example: If the school example described in Part 2 of this UMLH Guidance (see Hours and seasonal date 
ranges included in automated UMLH testing section) had a horticultural classroom with live plants in it 
that didn’t mind getting a bit warm, and the cooling in that space was provided by a dedicated fan-coil 
unit, the cooling availability for that space might be limited to a reduced set of hours when significant 
numbers of students are expected to be present (e.g., 10 AM to 3 PM when the Occupancy profile for 
the particular space was set to be above 15%). Outside of those hours, this space would still be 
ventilated by the system according to the System occupancy schedule to accommodate “irregular 
occupancy” by staff maintaining the facility; however, the cooling function of the fan-coil unit could be 
off (unavailable). In this case, the UMLH test with respect to meeting the Cooling setpoint would be 
applied only from 10 AM to 3 PM on weekdays from September to June when large numbers of students 
are expected to be in the space. All other times would be excluded as “irregularly occupied” times when 
no cooling is provided or simply unoccupied times when daytime setpoints are not intended to be met.  

Throttling Range and Tolerance for UMLH tests 

The Control throttling range defines the temperature range over which zone-level heating and cooling 
controls operate. The default throttling range of 4°F, for example, provides a range of 4°F for flow and 
temperature modulation in a variable air volume (VAV) system.  

For reasons discussed in Part 1 of this guide, the tolerance must be consistent with the control throttling 
range, but is not the same as the throttling range. Rather, it is a way to inform the UMLH calculation of 
the amount of the cooling throttling range above the cooling setpoint and heating throttling range below 
the heating setpoint. The tolerance corresponding to a 4°F throttling range would normally be +/- 2°F. 

                                                           

1 Presently, the System Parameters dialog and application of automated UMLH testing support the use of a 
differing Availability Schedule only for a separate or dedicated HVAC System, and not for a room, zone, or other 
subset within a system. Such cases need to be handled via the manual revision of referenced profiles in the 
controllers for the relevant system multiplex layers, and automated UMLH testing should be excluded for these 
spaces (which will be indicated in any reports generated) and replaced by a manual UMLH test.   
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The tolerance setting can also be used to account for a broader range of temperature control schemes, as 
described in Part 1, and is therefore an independent setting that is not tied to the throttling range, but 
should be set in a manner that is coordinated with the throttling range or equivalent means of determining 
the overall range of zone temperature control.   

VE Workflow Navigators, such as ASHRAE 90.1 App. G Performance Rating Method, provide a dialog for 
viewing and editing (overriding) the default UMLH test tolerance value. The dialog is shown below with 
Override HVAC throttling ranges tickbox in Unchecked and Checked state: 

 

When Override HVAC throttling ranges tickbox is Unchecked, the tolerance values are 
separately derived for each individual HVAC zone, or each room when not using zones. 
In each case, the tolerance is +/- half the relevant control throttling range.   

  

When Override HVAC throttling ranges tickbox is Checked, users can edit the tolerance 
values. The dialog then displays the throttling range that would normally correspond to 
the entered tolerance value (these values are for user reference only, and do not 
influence any system control settings or behavior). It should be noted, however, that 
when the tolerance values are manually overridden via this dialog, the entered values 
will apply to all spaces in the building that are included in the UMLH test. 
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Unmet Load Hour Results Reporting 

UMLHs are included in auto-generated reports for a range of compliance and green-building rating tools, 
such as the ASHRAE 90.1 Appendix G Performance Rating Method, CA Title-24 Energy Code, the National 
Energy Code of Canada for Buildings (NECB), and the International Energy Conservation Code (IECC), 
among others. As illustrated in the first two examples below from the Building Performance Rating 
Method (BPRM) report, the selected Tolerance value for the UMLH test can substantially alter the test 
results and reveals how tightly controlled the space temperature are. 

 

The BPRM Report based on 2°F Tolerance shown above indicates zero UMLHs for all spaces included in 
the UMLH test. It also lists spaces that were excluded according to either space type or alternative 
evaluation via ASHRAE 55 Thermal Comfort Analysis. 

The zero UMLHs at 2°F Tolerance for tested spaces in both Proposed and Baseline models for the 
example above were in spite of the extremes of the Chicago climate. In this case, both the basic VAV 
system for the Baseline model and the more advanced VAV system for Proposed model are providing 
relatively tight control of indoor temperatures. As such, the Tolerance needs to be reduced to +/-1°F to 
see even a modest number of UMLHs. Some compliance standards, such as CA Title-24, require a tighter 
1°F Tolerance value. In that case, the corresponding control throttling range is also reduced from the 
more typical 4°F (default) to 2°F as means of more consistently preventing UMLHs in the context of the 
tighter 1°F Tolerance. It should be noted, however, that tighter control is not necessarily more desirable, 
and will often require more HVAC energy to maintain. 2   

 

                                                           
2 While the default throttling range is 4°F across all ApacheHVAC prototype systems (apart from Standard systems 
CA Title-24 compliance), it is common for multi-zone systems operating in milder climates or in well-insulated 
buildings and some system types such as packaged single-zone systems to be able to provide tighter control 
without actually reducing the throttling range. The Manual UMLH test, which will be described in Part 4 of this 
guidance, provides an opportunity to immediately see the results of revised tolerance values, which can be a 
useful design tool. 
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The BPRM Report based on 1°F Tolerance shown above indicates a modest number of UMLHs for all 
spaces included in the UMLH test. This is well within the requirements of most code compliance and 
design guidelines.   

 

The PRM Compliance Report shown above is also based on the  1°F Tolerance setting. This report is 
saved as a PDF file, rather than HTML, and includes some additional reporting parameters.   

All reports display averaged UMLH results for the four orientations of the Baseline  model within the 
Advisory Messages table. Whereas PRM Compliance Report has previously included fractional UMLHs in 
the Baseline Building column (see example above), in VE2021-FP4 and subsequent versions all reports 
apply a standard rounding function to the averaged Baseline model results so as to report UMLHs only in 
whole numbers (i.e., Baseline UMLH values < 0.5 are rounded down; values >/= 0.5 are rounded up).  
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The PRM Compliance Report excerpt above, as generated in VE2021-FP4, contains a note regarding the 
inclusion of HVAC zone non-master rooms within the UMLH tests (in keeping with the user-selectable 
option for this), as well as the rounding of averaged UMLH results for the 4 Baseline models. The 
inclusion vs. exclusion of UMLH testing for non-master rooms in HVAC zones is this made clear for both 
modelers and reviewers. As both approaches to considering non-master rooms have practical 
applications, and most compliance codes, standards, and rating systems do not specify which is 
required, this supports transparent selection of the most appropriate option.  

Manual Unmet Load Hour Checks  

As will be fully described in Part 4 of this Unmet Load Hour Guidance, manual UMLH checks can be 
performed using the Range Test analysis tool in the VistaPro results view, as shown below. Manual 
testing of UMLHs—which provides full control over the spaces, dates, and hours included in the test, 
inputs for temperature control tolerances, and separate listing of heating and cooling UMLHs for each 
selected room—can be useful for identifying problematic HVAC zoning and control issues. For example, 
it can be used to identify multi-room HVAC zones that include spaces with differing load profiles, as 
indicated by some rooms within a zone having significantly greater numbers of UMLHs as compared to 
the master room (where the thermostat is located). It can also be valuable for spotting rogue zones 
resulting from other issues with model set up or HVAC control settings.  
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